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SOLAR PRODUCTION AND USAGE IN OCALA PARADISE THUS FAR . . .  



So we can’t burn it all?

“We’re not going to be able to burn it all.  Over the 
course  of  the  next  several  decades,  we’re  going to 
have  to  build  a  ramp  from  how  we  currently  use 
energy to where we need to use energy. And we’re not 
going  to  suddenly  turn  off  a  switch  and  suddenly 
we’re no longer using fossil fuels, but we have to use 
this time wisely,  so that you have a tapering off of 
fossil fuels replaced by clean energy sources that are 
not  releasing carbon.  ...  But  I  very  much believe in 
keeping that 2 [degree] Celsius target as a goal.”  – 
Tom  Friedman  Interview,  New  York  Times,  2  June 
2014

Mr President and Congress: Open your minds to a civilization powered by 
wind  turbines  in  harmony  with  our  landscape  and  continental  shelves;  solar 
electricity  from deserts  and  Earth  orbit  powering  our  cites;  safe,  proliferation-
resistant nuclear reactors; coal gasifiers driving efficient electric power plants with 
CO2 stored underground; along with energy-efficient homes and public buildings, 
smart  power  grids,  high-speed  rail,  electric  and  biofuelled  cars,  even  carbon-
neutral  fuels  made  from  sunlight,  water  and  CO2  in  the  atmosphere  more 
efficiently than nature does by photosynthesis. . .

Say it, Barack, shout it from the rooftops, dedicate your presidency to it, and you 
will stand immortal in the pantheon of American leaders who changed everything. – 
Marty Hoffert, World View OpEd in Nature, 14 April 2011

“Science is science,” [President Obama}  said. “And there is no doubt that if we burned all the fossil fuel 
that’s in the ground right now that the planet’s going to get too hot and the consequences could be dire.”

AN OFF-RAMP TO NET ZERO EMITTING ENERGY?









Who Needs Renewable Energy? 
Global Warming & 
The “Hockey Stick” Hydrocarbons to Burn? 



Twenty Five Years of NYC 
Rooftop Solar & Wind 
Fantasy – Ready for Reality? 





Seeming public apathy over climate change is often attributed to a deficit in 
comprehension. The public knows too little science, it is claimed, to understand 
the evidence or avoid being misled. Widespread limits on technical reasoning 
aggravate the problem by forcing citizens to use unreliable cognitive heuristics 
to assess risk. We conducted a study to test this account and found no support 
for it. Members of the public with the highest degrees of science literacy and 
technical  reasoning  capacity  were  not  the  most  concerned  about  climate 
change.  Rather,  they  were  the  ones  among  whom cultural  polarization  was 
greatest. This result suggests that public divisions over climate change stem not 
from the public’s incomprehension of science but from a distinctive conflict of 
interest: between the personal interest individuals have in forming beliefs in line 
with those held by others with whom they share close ties and the collective one 
they all share in making use of the best available science to promote common 
welfare.
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TAKE AWAY MESSAGES

!  Downramp to near zero emissions 
50-100 years hence might still keep 
global warming < 2 deg C & mitigate 
scariest irreversible climatic impacts 

!  Coal must go; fracked shale gas 
maybe in transition; sustainable futures 
are solar, wind, maybe nukes

!  Solar & wind are most ready, as are 
PHEVs and ELF-like vehicles; Deep 
storage isn’t. So prioritize innovative 
storage, key to solar/wind base load, as 
net metering by utility grids saturates

! Think Globally, Act Locally. Science 
literacy, logic and imagination all count; 
But policy must account for naked ape 
evolutionary psych in collective energy/
climate problem-solving.



https://www.flickr.com/photos/eviliris1/sets/
72157641622334934/ 


